When the Quadr Is Steam-Rolled Up Yonder, We'll Be There, Students Say

By Jelly Bean

"Down 'n' Dirty Dean Jerks (right) takes on a female employee in his attempts to defend his Hadcock Belt.

Sounds like a challenge, huh?"

"I'm just one of the few who is good at it," says Jerks.

"Actually, I'm not so good at it," says Jerks.

"But I'm better than you," says Jerks.

"Not really," says Jerks.

"No, you're not," says Jerks.

"But you're close," says Jerks.

"Really?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Are you sure?" says Jerks.

"Yes, I am sure," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it to me?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it to me in writing?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a court of law?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a test of strength?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in front of witnesses?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a fair and impartial hearing?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a written declaration?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in an affidavit?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in an oath?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a sworn statement?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a deposition?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a memorandum?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a letter?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a report?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in an analysis?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a profile?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in an interview?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a deposition?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a hearing?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a trial?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a judgment?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a mandate?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a decree?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a decision?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a proclamation?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a resolution?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in an ordinance?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a charter?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a code?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a rule?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.

"Can you prove it in a regulation?" says Jerks.

"Yes," says Jerks.
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"Not a blade of grass will be left unturned," said Stomach K. Churn, CEO, said gleefully to the clamorous throng of conglomerate's Corporate Headquarters, Sandi Mountain, "We're really fired up about all the changes we're going to make at the Quad this year.

"I'm Bumin' For You."

"Smokin' In The Boys' Room," and Blue Oyster Cult's Heads' "Burnin' Down the House," Bruce Springsteen's "I'm On Fire," and Def Leppard's "Pouring From Above" will be included from Def Leppard's latest album, "Hysteria.
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Use Different Curb Colors

BIG PAGE

Boring, Bland

No Bias Here at All
But It Is a Good Spot on the Page

A change in curb color could help to eliminate some of the problems with parking on campus. One student said that changing the colors could help to ensure that students are able to find spaces and that it would be easier for them to identify their own spaces. Another student said that it would be helpful to have different colors for different types of vehicles, such as bicycles and motorcycles.

Attitude Prerequisites to Become a Wakenolongeraforest Student:

* Boy I hate the administration, don’t you?
* Boy I hate the Pit, don’t you?
* Boy I hate the parking, don’t you?

Bitchin’ to the Editor

I Quit! Really

This has been one of the worst editors I have ever had. The content is always boring and the layout is terrible. I don’t know why anyone would want to read this garbage. I have never been so disappointed with a newspaper.

Seek Rebellion

I am tired of this complacent upper middle class student attitude. We need to take action and stand up for our rights. The power is in our hands.

Octagon Against Censorship: As George Will and William F. Buckley Jr. would say, "That would be good." Now let’s consider the real issue at stake: Let’s consider the real issue at stake: the destruction of the public sphere and the erosion of the public’s right to express its ideas and opinions freely.

Words O Wisdom Clip’n Save Quote

From a Hegelian dialectic perspective, Wakenolongeraforest has great need for educational improvement on a global and comprehensive scale. As Hegel himself would have said (and I know, because I think just like him), "It sucks."

Thoughtful and Articulate Opinions Received by the OBGYN:

NOBYES

OBGYN

The Student Newspaper of Wake Forest University
Founded in 1915

Dudley Stradivarius
Student Communist

One student has not acquiesced to the postmodernist philosophical concepts that probably lie behind this strange notion that the majority of the student body is in opposition to traditional educational values. I believe that it is imperative that every student be exposed to these values and that they be taught to respect them as well.

OBGYN

Seek Rebellion

I am tired of this complacent upper middle class student attitude. We need to take action and stand up for our rights. The power is in our hands.
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HOT TALK!

Kids, ask your parents before you call!!

50¢ First minute -
30¢ each additional minute!

I call in all the time!

Tim Boston
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Front Page - 1-800-GET-SOME

FABULOUS BABES

The Newseum - a playground for the mind
Threatened with Doodlehood, Woman Speaks

"OBGYN" sobriety Council President, Hairy Breath Torment, said "Your reporters always quote me word for word," he said. "I don't believe it. I was expecting her to write something more to the line: say, 'OBGYN's view of her was the line: say, 'OBGYN's view of her was...telling.' If your reporters always quote me word for word," he said. "I don't believe it. I was expecting her to write something more to the line: say, 'OBGYN's view of her was...telling.' If you...""

OBGYN staff lie

SECRET ARTISTS SERIES TO FEATURE HOUSEMAN SEANCE

By Al Chip

Secret Artists Series to Feature Houseman Seance

Secret Artists Series, Secret Anti-Perspiration Vendor, said Spout, "We are going to show all those brave-faced ladies to back in the secrets that there are women in life living in classical times, the secrets of which are the oldest secrets that are not the secrets of the more modern times."

The first event of the series will be "Secret Artists Series to Feature Houseman Seance," said Spout. "We are going to show all those brave-faced ladies to back in the secrets that there are women in life living in classical times, the secrets of which are the oldest secrets that are not the secrets of the more modern times."
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In keeping with its duties as a right-wing, conservative censorship board, the Old Black and Gold—Your News has secretly confiscated a sexually provocative, satirical yearbook spread from the Scowler offices.

"The morally outraged staffers of this fine paper believe that the Scowler has no business printing such filth," said OBGYN Hillbilly in Chief Larry. "After all, who even looks at their yearbooks anyway? This trash should be printed in the OBGYN so that everyone who reads it will submit a shallow, unfounded letter to the editor because they do not understand the satire in it."

We at the OBGYN are proud to expose this tasteless piece of satire from the Scowler, which will be distributed before graduation in May.

SEX AT WnIFU

Sex is fun. We do it at Waker. We do lots of nasty things at Waker. We kiss animals. We are sexually frustrated. We take candy and other favors from strangers. We have fetishes. We solicit on Cherry Street. We do acts illegal in North Carolina. Sex is natural. Sex is better when it's on one on one. We just love to fornicate.

Deep Throat, the Sequel? Junior Ima Tramp satisfies her finger fetish with the help of her boyfriend, Senior Igot Mine, at the Fall Formal held at Motel 6.

Looking for love in all the wrong species, sophomore Beasti Ailty (left) shows us what she's worth at a Sigma Epilson Chi (SEX) party.

Junior Ty Dup (left) participates in the Museum of Spam's seminar on primitive sadomasochistic sex practices.

Looking to scrump in the library? Freshman Lam Hardup checks out what's up with the chicks in the fourth floor stacks.

"The Debate may be over, but I still like kissing up to George."

You miss his thousand points of light. He misses your sparkling sense of humor. Especially the bad jokes. That's one good reason to call the White House long distance. WnIFU Telcom Long Distance Service is another good reason. Because it costs less than you think to hear George Bush start to giggle before you even get to the punch line.

So whenever you miss his inability to keep national holidays straight, bring a smile to his face with WnIFU Telcom. Reach out and feel someone.

If you'd like to know more about WnIFU Telcom products and services, such as overloaded trunks, call us at 1-800-ROB-BLIND.

WnIFU Telcom Your only choice.

FURS - R - US of Winston - Salem says

VIVISECTION:

USE INMATES NOT ANIMALS.

(That leaves more for us!)